
Maximize your catch.
Go green or blue for night fishing.

GOOD
TO

KNOW

LIGHTING
THE WAY

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE, BECOME A DEALER OR TOUR GUIDE PARTNER, AND JOIN IN THE ADVENTURE TODAY!

nocqua.com  |  336.448.0352  |



NOCQUA ADVENTURE GEAR

The world’s first and only high-performance, removable, rechargeable underwater LED lighting system for stand-up paddleboards, 

kayaks, canoes and more.

Exploration is all about discovery. Seeing what you’ve never seen before. Whether you’re on a SUP, kayak or canoe—fishing, practicing yoga 

or straight-up exploring— you’re out on the water in search of adventure, of the unseen, of the next new thing. But you’ve been at the mercy

of the sun. Until now.

NOCQUA Adventure Gear is made for adventurers who are ready to get out on the water past sunset and explore like never before. 

The NOCQUA 2000 and NOCQUA SPECTRUM have been specially designed to attach to the bottom of any SUP, kayak or canoe.

No matter your adventure, these durable, waterproof lighting systems are the new, one-of-a-kind way to see and be seen.

With NOCQUA Adventure Gear, there’s no need to let the fun stop when the sun goes down—that’s when it all begins!
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Every NOCQUA 2000 and NOCQUA SPECTRUM lighting system comes protected in our durable travel case and equipped with everything 

you need to get started: 2 waterproof LED light bar tracks, adjustable harness system with extension straps, Y connector, in-line switch,  

water-resistant lithium ion battery pack and charger.

MSRP: $349.99

Item# 5009

MSRP: $399.99

Item# 5092

NOCQUA SPECTRUM

NOCQUA 2000

NOCQUA SPECTRUMNOCQUA 2000SPECS

LIGHT COLORS

LIGHT MODES

LUMENS

BATTERY LIFE

WHITE

ON/OFF, SOS STROBE

1000 LUMENS PER BAR

2.5-3.0 HOURS

RED, BLUE, GREEN, ORANGE, TEAL, PURPLE, WHITE

ON/OFF, COLOR SELECTION, COLOR ROTATION, DISCO, SOS STROBE

800 LUMENS PER BAR

3.5-4.0 HOURS

Patent Pending, © 2014, NOCQUA Adventure Gear

Easily attaches through scupper holes, 
leaving room for more gear.
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LIGHT UP. PADDLE OUT.



SPORT EDITION



The Sport is designed to 
be compact and lightweight, 

but with the same NOCQUA 
experience and versatility.



NOCQUA SPORT EDITION

LIGHT MODES

LIGHT COLOR WHITE

ON/OFF, SOS STROBE

21 INCHES / 36 LEDS

2200mAh, 12V LITHIUM ION

2.0-2.5 HOURS

100-240V, AC 50-60Hz

12.6 DC 100 mA

600 LUMENS PER BAR

Introducing the NOCQUA Sport, the next generation of underwater light systems for paddlers from NOCQUA Adventure Gear. As a follow up 

to NOCQUA’s pioneering launch of the flexible lighting system with the Pro-Series, the NOCQUA Sport will make the experience even more 

accessible. Designed for use with SUP, Kayaks or Canoes the NOCQUA Sport is based on the same construction as the Pro-Series, but even more 

flexible because its compact size and advanced LED and battery technologies. The system includes everything you need to get started. Now you 

can take the night paddling option wherever your adventure awaits. 

LENGTH OF BAR

BATTERY

BATTERY LIFE

CHARGER INPUT

CHARGER OUTPUT

LUMENS

Patent Pending, © 2015, NOCQUA Adventure Gear

Item# 5139

MSRP: $199.99

SPECS SPORT EDITION



Check out extra kits, components and accessories at nocqua.com.

ACCESSORIES

Now you can go strapless with NOCQUA! 

Check out the 2014 SUPs from Pau Hana Surf Supply 

with models that include Sea Mount inserts for easy 

thumbscrew installation. You can use the innovative 

NOCQUA harness when you need it… or go sleek 

with NOCQUA-ready boards. Contact us for more 

information about going strapless with NOCQUA.

STRAPLESS INSTALLATION

ILLUMINATE YOURSELF

HATS AND APPAREL

SAFETY GEAR

BATTERY PACKS

AND MORE
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NOCQUA Night Tours are the latest way to extend your group adventure offerings on the water past sunset. 
Get out there with NOCQUA and explore the night in a whole new light.

Once you’re off the water,
you can even use the NOCQUA

to light up your campsite.
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ABOUT THE FOUNDER

NIGHT TOURS

Billy Rossini is a two-time world water 
sports champion in kneeboarding and 
hydrofoiling. He is also a Guinness
World Record holder for the highest 
flip–23 feet–on a hydrofoil. He discovered 
kiteboarding and paddleboarding upon 
moving to Key West, and was inspired
by the calm, clear water of the night. 
The NOCQUA 2000 was his first 
innovative answer to pushing past the 
sunset and experiencing his favorite 
sports–and nature–in a whole new way.
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